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Overview

- Observations $\rightarrow$ state
- Rules $\rightarrow$ actions
- Planning
- Learning
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Learning requirements
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  - State has many objects
  - Symbolic domain
  - Robot actions are stochastic
  - Action uncertainty

Different approaches
- Model-based RL
- Object-oriented RL
  - Diuk et al, ICML 08
- RL in Relational world
  - Lang et al, JMLR 13
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\[ P = \frac{p + \left(\frac{m}{\sqrt{p + n}}\right)P_0}{p + n + \left(\frac{m}{\sqrt{p + n}}\right)}. \]  

- \( m \) decreases as experience is obtained
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Pre-trained rules

Generating pre-trained rules

![Graph showing the good outcome probability over iterations for different scenarios. The graph includes lines for join 2 groups, join 3 groups, clean fast, and clean straight, with iterations ranging from 0 to 15.]
Rule adaptation

Refining rules with grasp 1

Refining rules with grasp 2

![Graph showing good outcome probability over iterations for different groups and grasps](image1.png)

![Graph showing good outcome probability over iterations for different groups and grasps](image2.png)
Performance tests

Actions executed and learned

![Graph showing executed and learned actions over iterations.]

Execution time

![Bar chart showing execution time for different iterations.]

- Executed actions
- Learned actions
- Planning
- Actions
- Learning + extra perceptions
Performance tests (decreasing m-estimate)

Comparing m-estimate vs decreasing m-estimate
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